
https://forms.gle/6NCuA5ZEcgYxTyt6A


❖ Registration is open from 25th August 2020 till 30th August 2020.

❖ Entry fees per team:-Rs.50/-

❖ WINNER will be awarded RS.1000/-

❖ All the announcements regarding the event will be made in the official Insta page of ED 

CLUB St. Thomas College (Autonomous), Thrissur.

❖ IG: ed_club_stc

❖ The Hunt is open to all the students of the colleges across India, except the students of 

St. Thomas’ College(Autonomous), Thrissur.

❖ The INQUEST is a master hunt charted across a period of 5 days(120 hours). The event 

will Start sharp at 10 AM on Sept 2nd 2020, Tuesday and end at 10 AM on sept 7 2020, 

Monday.

❖ The event comprises of undisclosed number of challenges that participants/teams should 

crack in order of challenges given.

❖ A team can have not more than 4 members and a team name is mandatory.

GAME OF THE MASTER  CARTOGRAPHER



❖ Each team/individual will be provided with a team coordinator to guide them throughout 

the hunt. They will only be available from 10 am to 10 pm for the hunt.

❖ WhatsApp groups with registered team names will be formed by the respective 

coordinator and will include a main coordinator, concerned team coordinator and the 

concerned group members. The whole of the hunt will be through the respective 

WhatsApp groups.

❖ The first challenge will be provided to all the teams in common on the flag off of the 

hunt in the common WhatsApp group for the team leaders. The teams can try and shoot 

their answers and give valid answers to their team coordinator through their concerned 

WhatsApp group.

❖ Participants are not allowed to ask any details regarding the concerned challenge to their 

team coordinator. However, any kind of discussion on the challenge can be carried out in 

the WhatsApp group between the members of the team.

❖ The answers should be in correct framework of the sentence for certain questions*



❖ The team coordinators shall only reply a straight forward 'Yes/No' to the valid answers 

submitted*. Valid answers are to be quoted within double inverted comma's in Capital 

letters, which cannot be revoked once answered and concerned chances are counted.

❖ Each team will have 10 odd chances for submitting the answers of a single question. If 

all the 10 answers submitted for the particular question are wrong , that team will be 

knocked out from the hunt.

❖ If the answer submitted by the team is correct, they will be provided with the next 

challenge by the team coordinator.

❖ Participants can however raise any queries regarding the event procedure to the 

concerned team coordinator or the event coordinators (only if the reply from team 

coordinators are found unsatisfactory).

❖ The challenges are based on topics that include History, Art, Entertainment, Science 

and Fiction.



❖ The time taken for each challenge, from the time it was given to the exact time the 

'correct' answer was submitted will be recorded and considered for the final ranking 

of the teams. The team that completes all the challenges (if not completed, then the 

maximum number of questions)in the least time will be declared as the Master 

Cartographer.

❖ If a team fails to provide an answer even after 6 hours of getting the challenge, they 

can request their team coordinator for providing a clue to the answer. A maximum of 2 

clues will be provided for each challenge by time gaps of 6 hours.

❖ The registration form should be filled with details of the participants and a team 

name(mandatory), a member of the team should be suggested as the team captain.

❖ The entry fees of Rs.50 should be paid to the following Google Pay number and the 

screenshot of the payment should be uploaded in the google form.

Google Pay Number-9846969250


